
From: Danny Stephenson  

Sent: 01 April 2015 11:07 
To: 'tareq@live.co.uk' 

Subject: Dickson Road Takeaway's 

 
Dear Tariq 
 
                      You contacted the Council to request a meeting on the week commencing 23/3/15 with 
regards to your concerns around a review that has been submitted for some of the takeaway’s on 
Dickson Road you suggested you had been approached by the Licence Holders of Los Gringos, Pizza 
Luigi and Amir’s formerly Al Goucha to speak on their behalf as the Licence holders are unable to 
attend. 
This was informally agreed by Mark Marshall that yourself and representatives of the other 
Takeaways could attend Bickerstaffe House on Monday the 30th of March 2015. 
 
Following on from Mondays discussion the 30th March 2015 attended by Mark Marshall, Ben 
Reynolds (Police), Danny Stephenson, Tariq Albattikhi,Hamid Mechnan, Sarj Alosh and Amir 
Abdun  with yourself acting as spokesperson on behalf of the other Takeaway representatives 
around the general management structure and current working practices at the late night 
Takeaways on Dickson Road, you offered some resolutions which you were prepared to 
formalise,(impose conditions on the Licence). 
 
1, Staff on duty when visits occur demonstrate lack of knowledge or understanding of CCTV 
recording system as suggested by Sarjalosh and agreed by other representatives all staff to be 
trained and competent in the full operation of CCTV recording and images to be produced within 1 
hour of request 
2, Tariq suggested extra Door staff on duty throughout the shift during busy periods (suggestion 2 
staff per store 3-7 am or close of play on busy times at weekends and special events) Sarjalosh 
expressed concern around this due to cost implications however all representatives agreed this was 
needed going forward. 
3, Danny Stephenson suggested daily Schedule to be implemented for regular litter patrols of 
exterior areas as per annex 2 of current licensing conditions ( suggestion minimum 4 patrols on busy 
days,  
2-3 patrols on quiet days) this was agreed by all present. 
4, Danny Stephenson suggested all stores to fulfil legal obligation of having a registered Waste 
Carrier in place this was agreed by all present. 
5, Danny Stephenson suggested to prevent confusion all stores to display current and valid Waste 
Transfer Notices (or at least be able to produce one) this was agreed by all present. 
6, In the interest of managing customers safely it was discussed around the room  Amir’s formerly Al 
Goucha to start the practice of having only one entrance( Amir agreed and will decide which 
entrance is best for the store) this was also agreed by Sarj Alosh. 
7, Tariq suggested all stores to instigate compliance training (to be discussed and arranged for the 
near future and courses will be possibly be offered by Council). 
8, Danny Stephenson suggested better and consistent Waste Management practices implemented 
with immediate effect ( for example correct receptacles used, no clutter in stores and not deposited 
on footways)this was agreed by all present. 
 
Please note the areas discussed and agreed for implementation and reiterated by Mark Marshall and 
Ben Reynolds that this will not prevent the review from taking place or any final decision that is 
made and that these are practices that should already be in place. 
 
Nb  as discussed will you please ensure the other stores are able to view this email. 



 
Tariq it would be a good idea for you to submit a written proposal of the changes you think would be 
necessary, this way we can lodge these with the Committee as ‘Voluntary Proposals’ this way they 
can consider the appropriateness’ and impose them as conditions if they adequately promote and 
safeguard the Licencing objectives. 
 
Regards 
 
 
 

Danny Stephenson 
 
Commercial Waste Enforcement 
Public Protection Division 
Community and Environmental Services 
Bickerstaffe House, Number One Bickerstaffe Square, FY1 3AH 
TEL: 01253 478497 
M: 07827255164 E: danny.stephenson@blackpool.gov.uk 
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